Towards Meaningful Medication-Related Clinical Decision Support: Recommendations for an Initial Implementation
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Summary
Clinical decision support (CDS) can improve safety, quality, and cost-effectiveness of patient care, especially when implemented in computerized provider order entry (CPOE) applications. Medication-related decision support logic forms a large component of the CDS logic in any CPOE system. However, organizations wishing to implement CDS must either purchase the computable clinical content or develop it themselves. Content provided by vendors does not always meet local expectations. Most organizations lack the resources to customize the clinical content and the expertise to implement it effectively. In this paper, we describe the recommendations of a national expert panel on two basic medication-related CDS areas, specifically, drug-drug interaction (DDI) checking and duplicate therapy checking. The goals of this study were to define a starter set of medication-related alerts that healthcare organizations can implement in their clinical information systems. We also draw on the experiences of diverse institutions to highlight the realities of implementing medication decision support. These findings represent the experiences of institutions with a long history in the domain of medication decision support, and the hope is that this guidance may improve the feasibility and efficiency CDS adoption across healthcare settings.
Introduction

Medication-related content forms a large proportion of the knowledge base of most clinical decision support (CDS) systems. When used in conjunction with a computerized provider order entry system (CPOE) system, medication-related CDS can prevent medication errors that may cause harm to patients and also improve quality and efficiency [1-3]. Further, the ubiquity of medications and the potential of lack of medication-related CDS to cause adverse events make this a crucial part of a clinical information system.

Despite these potential benefits, healthcare organizations have been slow to adopt and implement medication-related CDS. Barriers to adoption, identified by the 2004 Joint CDS Workgroup [4] include the time and labor for development and management of best-practice CDS knowledge, difficulties in achieving consensus about what to display in which clinical situation, and maintaining CDS as changes occur with medications and best practices. Most organizations lack the resources and expertise associated with the large and complex undertaking of developing a CDS knowledge base [5]. This is evident from the fact that development, implementation and subsequent evaluations of CDS systems have been largely limited to a handful of large academic medical centers [3, 6, 7]. Other organizations have elected to purchase their knowledge bases from commercial vendors. In a previous study, Kuperman, et al. identified low specificity of the alerts generated by the knowledge base [8] which might impede acceptance rate [9]. Further, Weingart, et al. found that over one-third of alerts generated at five academic primary care practices, lacked scientific evidence and were not clinically useful [10]. Thus, there is a need to identify a set of clinically significant medication-related decision support rules that can be implemented across healthcare settings.

The goal of this study was to collect both the content and recommendations from a panel of experts with experience in the development and implementation of medication-related decision support. We elected to focus on two types of basic medication decision support: drug-drug interaction (DDI) checking and therapeutic duplication. A DDI is defined as a modification in the effect of a drug when administered with another drug. The effect may be an increase or a decrease in the action of either substance, or it may be an adverse effect that is not normally associated with either drug [11]. The common mode of delivering a DDI is in the form of an alert, typically at order entry, where the knowledge base contains information that the effectiveness or toxicity of one drug is affected by the simultaneous presence of another drug in the body. One example is the co-administration of dextroamphetamine, a CNS stimulant with a monoamine oxidase inhibitor that can potentially cause a hypertensive crisis. We focused on severe DDI rules that providers should be made aware of to prevent possible adverse drug events (ADEs). Duplicate therapy checking consists of algorithms that notify the user if two orders for the same drug or drugs from the same therapeutic class are concomitantly prescribed. For example, if a patient is currently taking captopril and the physician enters an order for enalapril, a therapeutic duplication alert would be fired since both drugs belong to the same therapeutic class of ACE inhibitors. In this area, we focused on drugs that should essentially never need to be administered concurrently.

Many CPOE systems contain knowledge bases with an assortment of alerts for a variety of CDS such as detecting interactions and duplications between drugs. A common way that these methods function is to generate a synchronous alert to a clinical user. Additionally, these knowledge bases vary in their extent of defining the severity of an alert. This is important since clinically insignificant or low severity alerts can cause “alert fatigue,” resulting in clinicians overriding even clinically significant alerts. Two independent investigations at separate institutions found override rates for high severity alerts of over 85% [10, 12, 13]. Additionally, Paterno, et al. found that tiering drug-drug interaction alerts based on the severity of the reaction, i.e. showing only high severity alerts was associated with significantly lower override rates [14]. In another study, van der Sijs, et al. explored whether turning off frequently overridden alerts could reduce alert overload and found that these alerts could not be turned off hospital-wide owing to differences among physicians regarding drug-related knowledge and monitoring practices [15]. Both these studies have highlighted our limited understanding of the domain of medication-related decision support and mechanisms to reach a
balance between the effort needed to create a tailored set of decision-support rules and alert over-
load.

The Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONCHIT), in col-
laboration with the American Medical Informatics Association developed a roadmap for the im-
plementation of computerized clinical decision support. The committee recommended the identifi-
cation of key CDS rules and their reformulation to enable adoption in a variety of healthcare set-
tings [16]. In a viewpoint paper, Miller, et al. described not just the need for a U.S. national
standard for drug interaction information but also the desired characteristics of such a rule set to
promote adoption. These characteristics included the need for a set of drug interaction rules de-
scribed with generic drug names and in brief, human-readable format, with a computable set of
descriptions for the clinical nature of the interactions [17]. Further, van der Sijs, et al. conducted a
systematic review to assess the magnitude and reasons for high override rates. In this study, van der
Sijs, et al. identified five important factors contributing to useful and appropriate alerts: three re-
lated to alert content- sensitivity, specificity, and information content; and two related to alert im-
plementation- consideration of the workflow, and propagating safe and efficient handling of alerts.

This study provides insights on the content for a currently implemented and clinically vetted rule
set along with perspectives of an expert panel on successful implementation of these alerts [18].

While previous studies have employed similar approaches, several limitations exist in current
approaches to identification of a clinically significant set of DDI rules. Wong, et al. evaluated the
consistency of listings, severity, and scientific evidence ratings of DDIs involving oral anticancer
agents and found the overlap to be only 30% between two commonly used DDI compendia [19].
Low overlap among compendia primarily exists because of the lack of standardization of ratings for
consistently evaluating DDIs. Van Roon, et al. described the approach undertaken in The Nether-
lands by the Working Group on Pharmacotherapy and Drug Information for maintenance of DDI
rules. This study described the criteria utilized in an evidence-based procedure for the uniform
assessment of drug-drug interactions [20].

The focus of the literature in medication decision support, thus far, has been on the identifica-
tion of what interventions are most meaningful to implement [5]. This paper goes one step further,
explicitly describing a set of tailored alerts and therapeutic classes that have been vetted by a panel
of CDS experts, for implementation in clinical information systems. Second, this panel of national
experts from diverse organizations reflected on their experiences in implementing medication-
related decision support which will provide guidance on how to implement medication decision
support.

Methods

To begin to define some of the key issues related to medication-related decision support, we assem-
bled a panel of national CDS experts to derive recommendations on the content and policies related
to implementation of medication-related CDS. We focused on two domains: drug-drug interac-
tions and duplicate therapy checking. The intent of this effort was, first, to develop both specific
content for these two domains which could represent a starter set of knowledge and second, to
describe the experiences of national experts with regard to implementation of medication decision
support at their institutions.

Our panel of experts consisted of 7 individuals representing a diverse set of healthcare settings
(public and private provider organizations, academic medical centers, and pharmaceutical and
medical professional associations), a variety of roles (information technology, healthcare quality,
healthcare policy, clinical practice, and research), and a variety of professional backgrounds (med-
ical informaticists, pharmacists, quality experts, and physicians). We chose members in order to
develop a panel that would be composed of members with diverse expertise in developing and im-
plementing CDS and not necessarily in clinical medicine. Previous studies that have convened pan-
els for development of CDS rule sets have utilized similar expertise, rather than limiting the discus-
sions to experts in clinical medicine [16, 21]. Panelists were invited via email and received no finan-
cial incentives to participate, except travel compensation to attend the meeting.
We used a two-phase approach to gather information from panel members, first an online discussion followed by an in-person meeting. In the first phase, we utilized an online discussion mechanism, using the eRoom software (EMC Corporation, Hopkinton, MA, USA). The discussion was facilitated by two authors (AW, SP) and participants were asked to comment on content related to drug-drug interactions and therapeutic duplication alerts. Second, panelists described how these areas of medication decision support had been implemented at their own institutions. The online discussion took place for a period of approximately 4 months from April to July, 2008.

To begin the discussions, we used the list of drug-drug interactions and therapeutic duplication classes that have been employed at Partners Healthcare, which were tiered into three categories. Our medication knowledge base consists of rules for DDIs and therapeutic duplications that are developed by an in-house team of pharmacists. The pharmacists gather the evidence surrounding any new DDIs or therapeutic duplications and make an assessment, based on the clinical outcome, to determine what level of severity such an interaction would pose. These assessments are then vetted with a group of subject matter experts that consists of practicing clinicians and they determine the final level of an alert. Level 1 consists of the most severe interactions and Level 3 interactions are the least severe. Two criteria drove the choice of the content. First, we wanted to have an initial set of rules that had been validated in the clinical environment. Since these had previously been evaluated by pharmacists and clinicians we did not undertake an evidence-based assessment as part of the research described here. We used a limited set of rules to start the discussions with the panel and vet the content for clinical significance rather than asking the panel to identify each rule that needed to be included in this starter set. The initial set of DDIs consisted of thirty rules- ten Level 1, ten Level 2, and ten level 3 DDI rules. The initial set of therapeutic duplication rules consisted of 15 drug classes and 2 drug class pairs.

Both DDI and therapeutic duplication interactions have created problems in many medication-related CDS implementations with respect to generating excessive alerts leading to alert fatigue [10, 22]. In some implementations, both types of medication-related decision support have even been turned off. Our intent was to identify especially important interactions meriting display.

During the in-person meeting the content and recommendations from the online discussion were revisited and extensively discussed to identify a starter set that could be generalized across healthcare settings. The proceedings of this meeting were audio taped and later transcribed. The clinical content vetted by the expert panel and their discussions are presented here.

Results

The rules defined here form a starter set that the expert panel considered relevant for widespread dissemination of medication decision support in the areas of drug-drug interaction and therapeutic duplication alerts. The panel did not make considerable changes to the suggested set of DDIs and therapeutic duplication rules from the Partners knowledge base; the modifications that were made are detailed below.

From the initial set of DDIs, discussed by the panel, two DDIs related to interactions between anticoagulants were removed and instead added to the list of therapeutic duplications. These consisted of, one Level 1 DDI, between ‘argatroban’ and ‘enoxaparin’ and one Level 3 DDI, between ‘enoxaparin’ and ‘heparin sodium’. The final list consists of a total of 27 interactions: nine Level 1, ten Level 2 and eight Level 3 DDIs. The final set of DDIs and the levels to which they were assigned are presented in Table 1.

The panel identified 16 drug classes for therapeutic duplication checking. In addition, three pairs of drug classes were identified, for which the presence of a drug from each class would trigger an alert. The findings outlined in Table 2 represent the final recommendations of the panelists for a starter set of medication decision support rules for therapeutic duplication and DDI checking.

Customization of CDS for the inpatient and outpatient settings

All institutions represented by panel members had some degree of DDI checking available in their CPOE systems, though the discussion revealed a number of differences in the implementations.
Sites varied in the level of DDI rules that were being actively used to generate CDS in their CPOE systems. Panelists also discussed whether institutions made a distinction in the rules that were used in the inpatient versus outpatient setting. One institution reported using a filtered list of rules in the inpatient setting which were locally customized from the commercial drug knowledge base. In the outpatient setting, the same institution utilized all the rules from the same vendor’s drug knowledge base. A number of panel members felt that there was more tolerance for receiving low severity alerts in the outpatient setting than in the inpatient setting, although there was no consensus on this point, and some members had strong feelings in the opposite direction. Other institutions used a constrained list of locally customized DDI checking rules in both the inpatient and outpatient settings.

Institutions varied in their strategies for identifying drug pairs selected for alerts in the inpatient and outpatient settings. Panel members agreed that the set of drugs that were known to have high severity interactions with a high degree of confidence were commonly used in both settings. This set included medications that should never be co-prescribed. Many of the variations occurred when a set of drugs with known interactions could possibly be co-prescribed with careful monitoring. The panel suggested that these types of interactions could be excluded from the data set used for alerting in the inpatient setting since patients could more readily be monitored for possible adverse events during their hospitalization. While this is true in most inpatient scenarios, the availability of monitoring may not always imply that it is utilized and patients in the hospital may be just as vulnerable to adverse events as those in the outpatient setting.

### Strategies to reduce alert fatigue

The panel discussed mechanisms to reduce alert fatigue caused by DDI and therapeutic duplication alerts. All panelists recognized excessive alerts as an important issue that impeded the effectiveness of medication-related alerts. Some panel members recommended distinguishing between alerts that needed to be seen by the physician versus those that could be directed to the pharmacist, though this was controversial. One institution’s practice was to deliver all possible alerts to the pharmacists who could then determine which alerts needed to be escalated to the physician. Panel members disagreed on whether or not this represents an effective strategy since pharmacists “were not any more immune to alert fatigue than physicians,” and when inundated with alerts, pharmacists may fail to direct clinically significant alerts in need of an intervention to the attention of the physician.

All panelists were in agreement that no separate set of DDIs should be created for nurses who should be able to see all the DDIs that the physician received. In addition, our suggestion is to only show the alerts related to drug administration to the nurses and not present these to the physician who may not be aware of the administration regimen. At our institution, pharmacists set up the administration regimen after approving the drug order. DDI alerts that are related to the timing or sequence of administration of the co-prescribed drugs should be shown to the pharmacist or nurse so they are able to act on them. This was also suggested by van der Sijs and colleagues in their review on the magnitude and reasons for high overrides of drug safety alerts [18].

Panelists agreed that stratification of DDI alerts was important since it could decrease the likelihood that clinicians would ignore the high severity alerts. There was also agreement that three levels of stratification – high, moderate, and mild severity should be sufficient. However, institutions used a variety of methods to further stratify alerts. One institution described a rating mechanism that allowed the clinician to see the level of evidence supporting an alert. No other institution had a mechanism for generating an evidence-based rating for further stratification of alerts. Institutions also varied in the latitude provided to physicians in overriding a high severity alert. Some institutions allowed the highest severity alerts to be overridden by clinicians, provided a reason was documented. In this approach, when one of these alerts was identified, the clinician’s workflow was interrupted, but the alert could be overridden. As a second line of defense, some institutions required that overridden alerts be reviewed by a pharmacist, at least in the inpatient setting, before the interacting drugs were allowed to be dispensed. Other institutions implemented more stringent regulations with “hard stops” for the highest severity alerts, which could not be overridden. This approach is more certain to result in prevention of any of the interacting drugs being prescribed...
Local customization of commercial drug knowledge bases

Institutions differed in their ability to manipulate the drug knowledge database driving the alerts. Institutions with home-grown drug knowledge databases had maximum flexibility, but there was variability in the ability to customize alerts among institutions using CDS from commercial vendors. Of particular significance, institutions using a commercial vendor lacked the ability to make changes at the drug class level. For example, if an institution chose to activate the interaction between beta-blockers and beta-2-agonists (an interaction resulting in decreased effectiveness of either class of drugs) it would be most efficient to do this at the drug class level instead of manually manipulating each drug pair. While it may be obvious that an institution would desire the ability to customize their drug knowledge database at the drug class level or at the individual pair level, two institutions related their experience with commercial drug knowledge databases which allowed modifications to be made only at the level of individual drug pairs. The limitation was identified, not as the lack of an adequate drug hierarchy or the presence of drug classes in the vendor’s medication terminology, but one related to the contractual agreements between specific implementation of the drug knowledge database in the vendor EMR solutions employed at these institutions.

Panelists noted that while drug classes are an effective mechanism for tailoring, they require careful clinical consideration. Many pharmacological agents belonging to the same drug class display similar therapeutic effects, a principle termed “class effect”. However, many exceptions to this rule exist, such as omeprazole, (belonging to a class of drugs called proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) and curbs gastric acid secretion) which interacts with the antiplatelet agent clopidogrel, while other PPIs do not. In this case, making an assumption that an alert needs to be fired every time a PPI is prescribed in combination with an anti-platelet agent would result in alerts lacking clinical significance.

Inconsistencies between drug knowledge CDS with regards to content pertaining to the drug alerts and the level of severity assigned to these alerts was recognized as a problem across institutions. Lack of agreement on the set of highest severity alerts is an issue not just when medication-related decision support systems are implemented but also when an institution decides to migrate from one drug knowledge CDS to another. The lack of homogeneity in the drug alerting content makes it impossible to maintain customized alerts across migrations. Further, panelists reported that there was lack of agreement among clinicians at their institutions about which alerts were meaningful and the level of severity they should be assigned. This further emphasizes the need for a set of evidence-based, well-tested drug alerts that should be included across institutions.

Panelists highlighted the difficulty experienced in reaching agreement on either development of initial content or customizing commercial content of the initial set of medication-related CDS at their institutions. The clinical resources needed to vet the medication content were enormous, especially if several multi-disciplinary groups and clinical specialties were to participate and agree upon a limited set of drug alerts. The burden of discussing each drug pair that needs to be included in a customized DDI alerting engine is a formidable undertaking for an institution of any size. Future work should focus on validating the most severe alerts that have the potential to cause the most harm if missed by a clinician.

Lack of therapeutic duplication checking across institutions

While the expert panel represented a diverse set of institutions, most did not have therapeutic duplication checking in their CPOE systems. Panelists identified barriers to implementing therapeutic duplication as “alert fatigue” and the perceived overwhelming amount of work required in customizing the vendor knowledge base. Most notable was the discussion on the modification of the list of classes for therapeutic duplication checking. This resulted in the addition of the medication class of anticoagulants and a new drug pair of H2 Blockers and Proton Pump Inhibitors (PPIs). The panel recommended that alerts should be made available for the therapeutic class of anticoagulants considering the severity of consequences in case of inadvertent duplication. Panelists recognized the
The criticality of a therapeutic duplication resulting from the concomitant use of fractionated or low molecular weight and unfractionated heparin products. Practitioners often switch between these two types of heparin and a provider must be alerted about their inadvertent concomitant use. The ISMP Medication Errors Reporting Program (MERP) has reported at least 3 deaths related to inadvertent duplication of these agents. (23) ISMP has also issued guidelines to prevent the concomitant use of heparin products. A large number of these errors occurred due to inadequate medication reconciliation between transitions of care. This led to a discussion on risks at transitions of care, and panelists recommended that electronic access to a patient’s medication history both from the inpatient and outpatient setting is vital for determining all medications taken by the patient to have a better idea of medications such as opioids that patients were taking. An additional pair of therapeutic classes, H2 blockers and PPIs, was added to the list of therapeutic duplication alerts. Both H2 blockers and PPIs are used to suppress gastric acid secretion, and the use of both in conjunction does not show any added therapeutic benefit.

**Discussion**

In this study, the expert panel was tasked with developing a set of clinically significant DDIs and therapeutic duplication warnings that could be widely implemented across systems. Additionally, the panel identified implementation issues, related to the creation and maintenance of medication-related decision support. Although all institutions represented had implemented DDI rules, most did not currently include therapeutic duplication checks in their systems due to the excessive occurrence of false positive alerts.

Medical knowledge creation for CDS and sharing represents an arduous task. Previous experiences in medical informatics have informed us of the obstacles encountered in sharing knowledge [24, 25]. The problem of knowledge implementation can be overcome by purchasing CDS software from a commercial vendor. These products contain CDS that may include knowledge on DDIs, minimum and maximum dose alerts, and drug-allergy cross-sensitivity checking [8]. Institutions may choose to incorporate commercial CDS software in their clinical information systems or customize CDS in their “homegrown” clinical information systems. However, the task does not end there. Implementing these “out of the box” CDS solutions can generate an excessive number of alerts [8]. The large frequency of alerts can be attributed to the fact that the CDS driving these alerts have not been sufficiently pruned for clinically insignificant interactions, resulting in overly sensitive drug-allergy interaction checking [26], DDI checking [10, 27], and dose limit checks [27].

Many commercial CDS vendors employ the philosophy of including broad pharmacological classes to trigger alerts which can result in a large volume of low severity alerts, many of which may not be supported by substantial evidence. In order to build an “intelligent” DDI rule base, drug classes should be further modified to identify exceptions in drug members that do not conform to the “class effect”. Additional consideration must be given to identifying drugs that have different pharmacological effects depending on the route of administration. For example, vancomycin when administered orally to treat pseudomembranous colitis, an infection of the colon, is not absorbed into the bloodstream, thus decreasing the likelihood of producing a significant interaction with another drug. However, intravenous administration is needed for the treatment of serious, life-threatening blood and tissue infections, thus putting a patient at risk for a DDI. For therapeutic duplication, consideration of the route of administration is important as well since clinicians do not want to be alerted when topical and systemic forms of the same drug are co-administered. Experts were divided regarding whether or not to include opioids in the list of therapeutic duplication classes. This is a complex issue for a variety of reasons. Multiple opioids may be given for severe chronic pain, often by multiple routes of administration. For example, patients receive transdermal opioid patches supplemented by oral opioids for breakthrough pain. Some panelists felt that alerting a provider that a patient was receiving opioids would be clinically significant in preventing an accidental overdose resulting in potentially serious consequences of respiratory depression or respiratory arrest. However, codified documentation of previous opioid exposure is often lacking in clinical information systems, thus preventing a rule from considering this vital piece of information. Other members of the panel argued that there are numerous situations in which a patient...
appropriately receives multiple opioids which are appropriate, which would result in overwhelming clinicians with alerts and may not be clinically significant. There was consensus around better use of pain scales and bar coding for medication administration as part of an approach for preventing opiate overdoses.

Customization of CDS is an expensive and resource-intensive process. Various strategies for customization have been employed for tailoring commercial rule bases [9, 28]. Making the list of clinically significant alerts available in an unambiguous form is a first step in this direction. However, actual implementation of such a list will require some level of customization in order to map medication concepts to locally employed medication knowledge bases. Further, such medication concepts would have to be mapped at the correct level of granularity, by taking into consideration formulation and route characteristics, to ensure that specificity of the rule is retained. Also, generalizability of such a list is limited since we did not consider agents used in other countries and have erred on the side of being inclusive. Drugs approved in Europe are sometimes made available in the U.S. as formulary exceptions. The starter set was created as one that is in use at hospitals within our healthcare delivery network therefore it contains medications from our common formulary. However, in order to be implemented, customization would need to take into account representation of locally available agents in the medication knowledge base.

A defined set of medication CDS rules vetted by experts from organizations with experience in medication CDS will make the task of implementing CDS less daunting. We also hope that this defined set of rules will lead to fewer alerts thereby reducing alert fatigue. However, the clinical validity of these rules remains to be tested to assess the sensitivity and specificity of this set of alerts and their ability to prevent dangerous adverse drug events. We identified a broad panel of experts who had previous experience in implementing medication-related CDS at their institutions and vetted a set of DDI alerts and therapeutic classes for duplicate therapy checking. In keeping with Miller’s criteria [17], we have described the drugs as generic names so that institutions have the freedom to incorporate this knowledge depending on the specifications of the formulary used and the medication knowledge base implemented at their institutions.

In summary, the panel identified a broad range of issues that need to be considered for the successful implementation of medication-related CDS, in particular for DDIs and therapeutic duplications, although many of the issues identified apply to other domains as well. A deeper understanding of these issues will enable organizations to more thoroughly examine the medication-related CDS solutions available to them. The expert panel vetted a starter set of medication-related decision support that can be implemented across settings and electronic medical records. This starter set drew upon the valuable experiences of an array of institutions with an exemplary history of CDS development and implementation. The study also highlighted the differences among these institutions and their struggles to achieve the fine balance between over alerting and patient safety. This study attempted to uncover these challenges and the variety of ways in which institutions overcame them.

The starter set would benefit from further validation in other clinical environments and the authors hope that any lessons learned as a result of exercising these recommendations should be reported in the public domain. Equally important to assessing the clinical validity is the implementation of appropriate documentation indicating the reason for overriding a DDI alert. By assessing specific clinical scenarios where it may not be beneficial to present some of these DDI alerts, we can move towards reducing alert fatigue. Further, documentation of the reason for overriding a DDI also becomes critical from the standpoint of understanding whether the clinician made an informed judgment to co-prescribe the two potentially harmful medications. This is crucial for accurate measurement of quality measures, such as the National Quality Forum’s Measure 022, that assess the number of patients who are receiving potentially inappropriate medications.

This study has several limitations. We selected leading experts who represented different types of institutions with strong expertise in clinical decision support implementation. However, the findings discussed here are limited to the discussions of the panel and their experiences. Further, we used the set of medication-related rules that are employed at Partners Healthcare to start these discussions. While panel members vetted these alerts based on experience and clinical expertise and had the option to add or delete alerts, the initial alert set had a large influence on the final list of alerts that were accepted by the panel. Future research should focus on actual comparisons of the
content representing the most clinically significant alerts implemented across systems and validation of the alert set proposed here.
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Table 1 Medication classes identified by the expert panel for generating drug-drug interaction alerts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1 Alerts</th>
<th>Hard stop alerts which physician cannot override.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Dextroamphetamine AND MAO Inhibitor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Linezolid AND Apraclonidine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Isosorbide Dinitrate AND Sildenafil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Linezolid AND Levodopa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Drotrecogin Alfa (Activated) AND Warfarin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Tranylcypromine AND Furazolidone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Tranylcypromine AND Procarbazine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Ramelteon AND Fluvoxamine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Ciprofloxacin AND Sotalol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 2 Alerts</th>
<th>Interruptive but the clinician can continue by providing a reason for ordering two interacting drugs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Cyclobenzaprine AND Tramadol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Dofetilide AND Quinidine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Droperidol AND Cinoxacin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Droperidol AND Norfloxacin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Tizanidine AND Sotalol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Sibutramine AND Sumatriptan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Echotoephate AND Sucinylcholine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Indinavir AND Triazolam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Carbamazepine AND Nevirapine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Phenytoin AND Fosamprenavir</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 3 Alerts</th>
<th>Informational and non-interruptive.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Tramadol AND Fluphenazine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Tramadol AND Thiophxidine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Rifampin AND Divalproex Sodium</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Busulfan AND Itraconazole</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Tacrolimus AND Phenobarbital</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Cyclosporine AND Foscarnet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Cabergoline AND Prochlorperazine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Warfarin AND Levothyroxine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 Medication classes identified by the expert panel for generating therapeutic duplication alerts. If a patient has two drugs in any single class an alert is generated. Alerts are also generated if drugs from each of the medication class pairs are concurrently prescribed.

1. Angiotension-converting enzyme (ACE) Inhibitors
2. Angiotensin 2 Receptor Blockers (ARB)
3. Benzodiazepines
4. Beta Blockers
5. Calcium Channel Blockers
6. H2 blockers or H2 receptor agonists
7. 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme A (HMG-CoA) reductase inhibitors
8. Hypnotics
9. Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS) [Including COX-II Inhibitors]
10. Phenothiazine Antipsychotics
11. Proton Pump Inhibitors (PPIs)
12. Selective Serotonin Reuptake Inhibitors (SSRIs)
13. Sucralfates
14. Sulfonylurea Hypoglycemics
15. Tricyclic Antidepressants
16. Anticoagulants

Pairs of therapeutic classes

1. Benzodiazepine + Hypnotic
2. ACE Inhibitors + Angiotensin 2 Receptor Blockers
3. H2 Blockers + Proton Pump Inhibitors
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